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Membership    up around 200 

Units that was at the 50th Year Event 

  BSU 1 , CRS1 , SBU XI , 12 , 13, 22 ,26 , NSWG 3 /4 , SWCC School 
House . STB 12 , CSBR-1 , PC Cart One , Monsoon , Zephyr , Hurricane 
.Squall and HSV-XI 

Letters of Appreciation has been sent out to all of our Sponsors. 

Seven Packages was sent out to CMC’s of STB 12 , SBT 20 and SBT 22 
and NAVSCIATT. Two packages to each of the SBT’s and One to 
NAVSCIATT consisting of $250 of Commissary Gift Cards in each 
Packages to stay PC correct . Heard from CMC’s that the Recipients 
were very grateful . 

 

Elections for Board Officers for 2015-16 are coming up. 

Nominations for 2015-16 are what I have. 

Dave Wylie      Pres. 

Joseph Zimlin  VP. 

Phil Garn           Sec. 

Tom Folkesson  Treas.  While remain on until 501C3 is complete. 

All other Board members will remain the same ? 
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It is hard to write a Newsletter with out info from  Members. My  ways 
of thinking are ! Each Board member put in a comment of Where / 
What is going on in his Dept. Not long ,if he needs help ! Say so , Yes I 
know most of you hold down full time jobs . 

Next is any way we can increase member ship ?  There is appox 600 
members on Warboats.org FB page , what do we need to reach them ? 

Up Coming Events should be in the Planning stage as to where and how 
often to hold the gathering of the DBG’s .  

WE need all board member listed on web site so we know as to direct a 
question to when using the CCCA contact e mail .  

Some how we need to PC Correct and find a way to have an Advisor 
from SBT 12 , SBT 20 , SBT 22 and NAVSCIATT to let us know what we 
can or can’t do to help where needed. 

No One man can do it alone !! We are a Team which works as a Group ! 

                                                                              Thank You ,V/R Jim Thomas 


